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Les étudiants de l'Ontario membres de certaines caisses populaires Desjardins pourraient gagner
jusqu'à 1000 $ en bourses d'étude qui totaliseront 22 000 $ en 2010.
Les jeunes et les étudiants âgés en 15 et 30 ans membres aux caisses d'Alfred, Cornwall, de la Vallée,
Hawkesbury, Nouve-Horizon, Orléans, Rideau d'Ottawa, Trillium et Vision peuvent s'inscrire pour
remporter 44 bourses d'études entre 250 et 1000 $ tirées au hasard. Il s'agit de 11 bourses de 1000 $
pour le niveau universitaire, 11 de 500 $ pour les étudiants qui fréquentent un collège en Ontario et 22
bourses de 250 $ pour les étudiants du secondaire.
Pour s'inscrire, les jeunes doivent remplir le formulaire d'inscription en ligne au www.desjardins.com
avant le 15 mars 2010. Le bulletin de participation, format papier, est également disponible dans l’une
des caisses participantes et leurs centres de services.
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GONAIVES, Haiti MCCLATCHY-TRIBUNE NEWS SERVICE

A loss of much more than limbs
No one knows what sort of future there will be for amputees in Haiti, a society
where even the able-bodied struggle to get by, writes MITCHELL
LANDSBERG.
She is 19 years old, with an angelic face and big, heavy-lidded eyes. A bright young woman close to
graduating from high school, a rare accomplishment in Haiti.

BRIAN VANDER BRUG, LOS ANGELES TIMES, MCT

Double-amputee Sounlove Zamor, 19, with her sister Baranatha Zamor, 20, at a hospital in
Gonaïves, Haiti at the end of January. The sisters lost their father and their Port-au-Prince
home in the earthquake.
As her sister runs a hand through her hair, Sounlove Zamour tells how the Jan. 12 earthquake split
her family’s house in two, how it swallowed up her father, how it robbed her of her legs — both gone
now, below the knee. She manages a feeble smile. Zamour belongs to a heartbreaking new class in
Haiti: Earthquake amputees. No one knows how many there are, although the number is clearly in the
thousands.
And no one knows what sort of future there will be for this new generation of the disabled in Haiti,
where the loss of a limb in the past could condemn a person to a life on the margins, in a society where
even the able-bodied struggle to get by.
“Before the earthquake, well, the disabled person was not really seen, like in a lot of countries,”
said Sylvia Somella, a spokeswoman for Handicap International, a nongovernmental organization
headquartered in France. “There were no special facilities for them.”
It is hard to imagine a more difficult urban environment for a disabled person than Port-au-Prince,
the country’s teeming capital. There are few, if any, wheelchair ramps. Even without the debris left by
the earthquake, sidewalks and streets are full of obstacles: potholes, ditches, trash piles, street
vendors. Only the grandest of multistory buildings ever had elevators.
“ Mobility is everything in a Third World country,” said Dr. William Gregory, a volunteer physician
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from South Pasadena, California, who has been working with amputees in Port-au-Prince.
The World Health Organization estimates about 200,000 people were injured in the earthquake, and
many of those injuries were disabling. Even fractures can leave a person crippled if not properly
treated.
The quake created a worst-case scenario for amputations. People’s limbs were crushed, and in
many cases severed, by falling concrete. Then, as hospitals were overwhelmed and international
assistance was still arriving, wounded patients sat for days with only minimal care, if any. Gangrene set
in. Many limbs had to be amputated that otherwise could have been saved. For days after the quake,
“some hospitals were performing 30 amputations per day, others 100 a day,” Dr. Mirta Roses, director
of the Pan American Health Organization, said during a news conference.
Handicap International, which had a presence in Haiti even before the earthquake, is among a
number of groups working to help amputees and people with other disabilities caused by the
earthquake. It now has a team of about 100 working in hospitals throughout Port-au-Prince to provide
therapy and equipment to the disabled, including crutches and, eventually, prosthetic limbs.
One recent morning, a team of six was dispatched to Peace Hospital, a large compound of concretewalled buildings that survived the quake with mostly superficial damage. The hospital is now largely run
by Cuban doctors and nurses, many in matching Che Guevara T-shirts.
In one ward, a Haitian medical student was using an antibacterial swab to clean off the not-yethealed stump of an amputee’s leg.
When the student was done, Dr. Géraldine Jacquemin, freshly arrived from Montreal as a Handicap
International volunteer, examined the stump, which was cut about halfway between the hip and knee.
She was pleased by what she saw. It was healing well, she said.
Antoine, a trim and fit-looking 56-year-old with a dash of gray in his hair, was asked if the stump
usually hurt and if he could move it. “ No, I’m not in pain,” he said, “and yes, I can move it.” He quickly
demonstrated when Jacquemin directed him to try some exercises.
“Everything looks good. You’re making a lot of progress,” she told him, and promised that soon he
would be fitted with a temporary prosthetic leg, followed eventually by a permanent one.
And with that, Antoine’s positive attitude vanished.
“I’ve had a lot of international organizations say that they’ll give a leg to me, but I don’t have any
hope,” he said. Nodding toward the Handicap International team, he added, “They don’t even have my
address, and I’m going home tomorrow.”
Jacquemin assured him that they would take down his cellphone number and would follow up after
he left the hospital. But Antoine, a poor man who had worked intermittently as a shoe shiner and
chauffeur, said he knew a thing or two about Haiti that these “blancs” — these white people — might
not know.
“All this aid is being given to Haiti,” he said, “ but the people who are giving it don’t realize where
it’s going — it’s going to the rich.”
Antoine’s skepticism is well grounded in Haiti’s history and culture. But the evidence so far suggests
that international organizations do intend to help the disabled whether they are rich or poor. And they
say that, even before the quake, Haiti was heading in the right direction, having created a new post of
secretary of state for the integration of the disabled, and appointing a blind person, Dr. Michel Pean, to
the job.
That said, the challenges are enormous, beginning with the sheer number of disabled people and
the cost of treatment and rehabilitation.
After the quake, some patients were sent to hospitals in undamaged cities outside the capital. Four
hours north of Port-au-Prince, in Gonaïves, Dr. Marcel Chatelier said his staff performed 12 amputations
among the patients they received, many with wounds that had festered for the better part of a week.
That was the case with Sounlove Zamour, the 19-year-old student.
She and her father were home when the quake hit.
She remembers trying to run, but the floor split open and she tumbled to the ground as the house
collapsed onto her. She was trapped for a full day before being rescued and taken to a hospital in Portau-Prince.
Her father, who provided her sole means of support, didn’t make it out alive.
One of her legs required immediate amputation, she said, but she was initially hopeful that the
other could be saved. But at that f irst hospital, she said, the leg was bandaged without cleaning out
the dirt in the wound.
Four days after the quake, she was piled onto a bus to Gonaïves because the Port-au-Prince hospital
was too crowded.
By the time she arrived, her wounded leg was badly infected. It “ smelled rotten” when the
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bandages were removed, she said. She was told it would have to be amputated too.

Now, she doesn’t know what the future will bring. “I have no father,” she said. “I’d like to continue
my education, but I can’t.” With her father gone, she said, she can’t afford it.
Printed and distributed by NewpaperDirect | www.newspaperdirect.com, US/Can: 1.877.980.4040, Intern: 800.6364.6364 | Copyright and
protected by applicable law.
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Let’s put coyote caper to rest with
education 1
Most of the 100 persons who attended the Osgoode meeting organized to discuss coyote concerns
were pleasantly surprised by the degree of civility and consensus that this was a people problem, not a
coyote problem.
It is true a handful of people expressed their fear of coyotes, but the majority of those 20 or more
rural people who got up to speak to the meeting were not afraid of coyotes, did not believe the
sightings of a few coyotes called for drastic measures and were much more concerned about stray
bullets from coyote hunters trespassing on their properties than they were of coyotes.
We can’t entirely blame the media for how the coyote caper has spun out of control. Some of it has
to do with commercial and political interests, some just a throwback to the primitive fear we humans
have about wildlife.
Regardless, it is time to put the matter to rest. Better planning and public education should be the
main tools in learning to live with coyotes and other wildlife. Dozens of cities across North America have
adopted this common sense approach to the benefit of their citizens, coyotes and city coffers.
DONNA DUBREUIL, Ottawa Ottawa-Carleton Wildlife Centre
Printed and distributed by NewpaperDirect | www.newspaperdirect.com, US/Can: 1.877.980.4040, Intern: 800.6364.6364 | Copyright and
protected by applicable law.
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BY MATTHEW PEARSON

New master’s program set for
Carleton
Infrastructure security degree to be first of its kind in North America
Carleton University is launching a new master’s program designed to help engineers and policy
wonks in the security business speak each other’s language.
Starting this September, the master of infrastructure protection and international security program
is meant to equip security experts, engineers and policy makers with the skills needed to assess and
respond to security threats at key infrastructure sites across the country, including airports, banks,
power plants, and computer and telecommunications systems, among others.
The program will be jointly run by the Norman Paterson School of International Affairs and the
department of civil and environmental engineering.
Carleton says it’s the f irst degree of its kind in North America.
“Typically you don’t get security practitioners and experts talking together until they actually get out
onto the ground,” said Wayne Boone, an assistant professor at the Paterson school.
All students will take four core courses, but will have some flexibility in the approaches they take to
their assignments. Engineers will try to solve problems from a technological perspective, while the
international-affairs students will take a planning or management approach.
If each group better understands the other’s discipline, Boone said, the more likely they are to work
together effectively.
The 10-course program will accept a minimum of 15 students and can be done parttime.
Evening classes will hopefully make it easier for people working during the day, Boone said.
The 2010 Winter Olympics in Vancouver and the massive power outage across parts of Canada and
the eastern seaboard in 2003 are two high-profile events where this new type of training could have
come in handy. But Boone said there are also everyday uses for it, including the protection of water
resources and telecommunications facilities.
“ The people who would take this program are the ones behind the scenes who ensure the
availability, integrity and confidentiality of all the assets that comprise critical infrastructures,” he said.
John Shepherd, the dean of graduate studies and research, said the new program will take
advantage of Carleton’s location in Ottawa and bring together two sets of expertise.
“ It’s taking our academic strengths and fashioning something which is timely and relevant and is
going to produce students who can go out there and make a difference,” he said.
Printed and distributed by NewpaperDirect | www.newspaperdirect.com, US/Can: 1.877.980.4040, Intern: 800.6364.6364 | Copyright and
protected by applicable law.
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Nearly 300 public board employees
earn at least
$100,000
Figure plunges when inflation factored in
Of the 291 employees from the Ottawa-Carleton District School Board who made more than
$100,000 last year, only 20 would make the socalled Sunshine List if the benchmark salary reflected
inflation.
Under provincial law, all public-sector employers must publish a list of all employees who were paid
more than $100,000 in the preceding calendar year. The deadline to do so is March 31. The school
board’s list is posted on its website and will come before the board’s strategic planning and priorities
committee March 3.
Lyall Thomson, the board’s director of education, tops the list at $210,072, not including taxable
benefits.
Superintendents and other school board officials round out the ranks of top earners.
There are also 26 teachers on the list, including François Boutin, who was paid $153,665 last year.
The cutoff line hasn’t changed over the years. An annual salary of $100,000 in 1996, the year the
law was enacted, was the equivalent of $128,409 in 2009, according to the Bank of Canada. Apply that
f igure and the list of nearly 300 is slashed to a mere 20. Of the 271 names that would be left off the
list were inflation applied, almost half — mostly principals and viceprincipals — made less than $
110,000. Salary figures included overtime and vacation pay and any payments made as a result of the
cancellation of self-funded salary-deferred leaves (when a worker spreads, say, four years of pay over
five years and takes the fifth year off ), which means some names may appear on the list even though
their regular salaries would not ordinarily make the list, the report says.
Printed and distributed by NewpaperDirect | www.newspaperdirect.com, US/Can: 1.877.980.4040, Intern: 800.6364.6364 | Copyright and
protected by applicable law.
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Major earners
The OCDSB’s best-paid employees, according to the board’s salary-disclosure documents, including
salary and taxable benefits:
Lyall Thomson, director of education, $223,194.98
Geoff Best, executive director of the Ottawa-Carleton Education Network (markets OCDSB abroad),
$181,415.95
Dawn Paxton, superintendent, $159,728.61
Diane Jeudy-Hugo, superintendent, $155,773.91
François Boutin, teacher, $153,760.95
Constatine Ioannou, continuing education officer at Ottawa-Carleton Education Network,
$153,760.95
Printed and distributed by NewpaperDirect | www.newspaperdirect.com, US/Can: 1.877.980.4040, Intern: 800.6364.6364 | Copyright and
protected by applicable law.
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Daycare: Parents say provincial
neglect to blame
The Outaouais public health department closed La Jeune Ronde daycare at 140 Lionel-Émond Blvd.
because 12 of the 60 pre-school children had asthma or mould allergies. Health inspectors found
mould, standing water and evidence of rodents in the 40-year-old building in January 2009.
Taylor said the owner of the former Saint-Raymond rectory near StRaymond and St-Joseph
boulevards has backed out of a plan to convert the building into a day-care centre because the repairs
and fire safety improvements would have cost about $100,000.
“We think we may have found a place that can take us in until April, but then we are back out
again,” Taylor said. “We would be back to square one.
“The parents who all work at the hospital are at home with their kids. There are a lot of nurses and
doctors who are staying home. That will have an impact on the services the hospital, the rehabilitation
centre and the nursing home next door are offering.”
Caroline Milliard, a spokeswoman for Gatineau’s health and social-services agency, said some Hull
Hospital employees are staying home to care for their children, but the impact on patient care will be
small.
“Some people will take a day off but they work on different departments and different shifts so
there won’t be a major impact on the hospital because of the daycare closing,” Milliard said.
Parents who demonstrated at Quebec government offices at the Jos Montferrand building on Laurier
Street on Feb. 12 blamed the closing on provincial government neglect.
The Ministry of Families and Seniors gave the centre a $ 500,000 grant for repairs in May 2009.
Provincial officials then told staff not to spend the money until experts could determine whether the
building was sound.
Taylor said the ministry decided this week to pay $28,000 for an engineering inspection of the 40yearold day-care centre to determine whether it can be saved.
Any move to a replacement site must wait until Quebec and Gatineau city inspectors approve
another building.
Printed and distributed by NewpaperDirect | www.newspaperdirect.com, US/Can: 1.877.980.4040, Intern: 800.6364.6364 | Copyright and
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Fountains abound on campuses
By TERRI SAUNDERS, OTTAWA SUN
Last Updated: February 22, 2010 9:09pm

If college and university campuses ban bottled water for sale,
students will have to rely on municipal services for their daily drink.
At Carleton University, there are about 140 working public water fountains on campus and that number will increase
with the construction of new buildings.
“This number is greater than 10 years ago,” said Mike Graham, acting assistant vice-president of facilities
management and planning. “In the two new buildings under construction, there will be a total of 16 accessible water
fountains.”
Graham said as soon as staff are alerted about a non-functioning water fountain, the problem is addressed
immediately.
At Algonquin College, students have a number of options to access public water — 27 refrigerated drinking fountains,
36 fountains which dispense uncooled city water, 200 washrooms with water taps and cold water fountains in cafeteria
areas.
“Fountains are generally cleaned daily, re-cleaned if fouled in a major way and the insides of the refrigerated fountains
have the fan and coils cleaned about yearly,” said Udo Friesen, manager of facilities operations and maintenance
services. “In general, there are more fountains now than 10 years ago since the number of buildings has increased
and fountains are a standard fixture found in all our buildings.”
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